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INTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs submit this memorandum in opposition to the Motion

of State of Wisconsin Investment Board For Leave to Take Discovery

on an Expedited Basis the Motion The State of Wisconsin

Investment Board SWIB seeks information from plaintiffs

counsels purportedly to determine the fairness of the proposed

settlement The Motion should be denied on the grounds that SWIB

lacks standing to take discovery of plaintiffs counsel at this

time and that it has already been afforded extraordinary access to

information concerning the fairness of the proposed settlement

Moreover there is no exigency that reguires expedited treatment of

this request

SWIB is an unnamed member of the class in this action

Although SWIB has filed notice of appearance it has not sought

to intervene under Fed Civ 24b nor has it objected to

the settlement nor has it yet determined whether it will remain in

the class or optout and pursue its own private action

On June 16 1997 the Court held preliminary settlement

hearing at which time the Court approved the form of notice to be

sent to the class approved the method of notice mailing and

publication and set the following schedule

July 1997 -- mailing notice

July 1997 -- publication of summary notice

August 15 1997 -- deadline to opt-out or object

September 1997 -- deadline for all papers in support of

settlement the plan of allocation and any applications for

attorneys fees and reimbursement of expenses and

September 12 1997 -- final approval hearing



While SWIB purports to be one of the largest shareholders of

Horizon SWIB may not even be member of the class in this case

because SWIB has suffered no damages from its acquisitions of

Horizon/CMS Healthcare Corporation Horizon stock Indeed

through its Horizon stock transactions it appears that SWIB has

made approximately $10 million in profits

Although SWIB has thus far declined to provide us with docu

mentation of its transactions in Horizon and Continental Medical

Systems Inc CMS stock SWIBs counsel has represented to us

that prior to the time of the merger between Horizon and CMS SWIB

owned 2644300 shares of CMS stock which was converted on

July 10 1995 through the merger into 1427128 shares of Horizon

stock the exchange rate was 0.5397 shares of Horizon stock for

each share of CMS stock The effective price at which SWIB

acquired this stock was $19 per share In addition SWIBs counsel

informed us that in late June 1995 SWIB purchased on the open

market 950000 shares of Horizon stock which was selling in the

range of $18 to $19 per share at that time Thus upon completion

of the merger SWIB owned 2377128 shares of Horizon stock all of

which was acquired by SWIB for $19 per share or less

SWIBs counsel has further informed us that from July 17 1995

through January 29 1996 SWIB sold 1001000 shares of its Horizon

stock leaving 1376128 shares which SWIB continues to hold

today During the time period from July 17 1995 through

January 29 1996 Horizon stock was priced in the range of $19 to

$27.625 per share with only one day October 27 1995 at

$l8.625 Given that range of trading levels SWIB must have made

money from the sale of its Horizon stock in this time period



While SWIB has not shared with us its trading records relating to

the 1001000 shares of Horizon stock that it sold fair assump

tion would be that SWIB sold this stock at mid-range level of $24

per share which would account for an estimated gain in excess of

$5 million from these sales

SWIB continues to hold 1376128 shares of Horizon stock

today The current market price of Horizon stock is $22.375

which is at least $3.37 per share above the price at which Horizon

purchased or otherwise acquired this stock Indeed in the pending

merger between Horizon and HealthSouth Corporation HealthSouth

which is reportedly set to close in mid-August SWIBs stock in

Horizon will be exchanged for HealthSouth stock valued at approxi

mately $22.50 per share Based on profit of $3.50 per share for

the 1376128 shares that SWIB continues to hold SWIB will gain

total of $4816448 in the exchange of Horizon shares in the

HealthSouth merger

It appears that SWIB has not suffered any damages either from

the Horizon stock it acquired in the CMS merger from the Horizon

stock it purchased on the open market To the contrary it appears

that SWIB will have made approximately $5 million from the stock it

sold during the Class Period and perhaps more plus $4816448

from the Horizon stock that will be cashed out in the HealthSouth

merger Based on SWIBs estimated gains of nearly $10 million from

its Horizon stock acguisitions during the Class Period SWIBs

status as class member is unclear at best and its call for

expedited discovery is disingenuous Indeed SWIB has already been

provided with extraordinary access to information concerning the

fairness of the proposed settlement



In response to SWIBs requests we sent to SWIBs counsel

copies of all relevant pleadings in the case the Consolidated

Class Action Complaint the Complaint all motions to dismiss

and their supporting papers our consolidated response to the

motions to dismiss the Stipulation of Settlement and all Court

Orders and approved Notices relating to the proposed settlement

Exhibits to the various motions and our response included virtually

all relevant public releases and SEC filings including hut not

limited to the Joint Proxy Statement and Prospectus Horizons

Form 10-K and Form lO-Qs all of which SWIB could get publicly

many of the press releases that we cite in the Complaint and the

two news reports concerning the settlement of the OIGs claims

against Horizon stemming from its Greeneryrelated retroactive

billing program

On July 16 1997 we met with SWIBs counsel and expert

consultant in Chicago and reviewed with them among other topics

all of the claims in the case our view of the strengths and weak

nesses of the claims the extent of the investigations that we

conducted in the case including the investigations we made before

filing the Complaint during the course of the case and after

signing the Stipulation of Settlement and the parties varying

views of the range of likely recoveries in the case

We further described for SWIB the precise nature of the

documents of Horizon that we reviewed and the identity of the five

people at Horizon with the greatest knowledge of the facts under

lying the claims in the case that we interviewed Importantly

Horizon itself has made available to SWIB all of the documents that

we reviewed of the people that we interviewed plus any



additional people that SWIB would like to interview This offer

clearly makes available to SWIB the same information that it is

seeking from us in way that does not require us to disclose

documents and information that were provided to us pursuant to

confidentiality agreement and without revealing our attorney work

product to which SWIB is not entitled

Under the newly enacted Private Securities Litigation Reform

Act of 1995 2lDa of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

78u4a SWIB could have moved to be appointed lead plain

tiff and selected and retained counsel of its own choosing to

prosecute these claims on behalf of the class In fact SWIB did

meet with the attorneys for one of the plaintiffs shortly after

these cases were filed but later advised him that SWIB had decided

that it did not want to become actively involved in the litigation

Now that plaintiffs counsel have achieved successful result

SWIB has resurfaced apparently in an effort to get better deal

for itself or to seek attorneys fees for its own counsel

II ARGUMENT

SWIB Lacks Standing To Take Discovery

SWIB is not an objector SWIB has not sought to intervene

SWIB seeks discovery based on its bare status as an unnamed member

of the class SWIB cites no authority for this proposition Under

SWIBs assertion of standing every class member would be entitled

to descend upon the offices of plaintiffs counsel to review every

note every memorandum every analysis every draft and every piece

of class counsels work Permitting all absent class members to

review discovery conducted by class counsel and all of their work



product concerning such discovery would severely undermine the

efficiency of class actions

An identical issue was presented in In re Potash Antitrust

Litig 162 F.R.D 559 Minn 1995 In Potash class member

sought to be permitted to appear so as to assist its constituent

members in making an informed decision on whether to opt in opt

out or otherwise participate in this class action Id at 560

Additionally the petitioner sought to be provided with all docu

mentation -- including attorney work-product -- by the attorneys

for the plaintiff class at 561 The argument proffered by

the petitioner in Potash was that counsel for the Plaintiffs have

professional obligation which arises from their attorneyclient

relationship with all of the potential class members to disclose

their work product to Id at 561 n.3

In interpreting Fed Civ 23c2C the district

court specifically ruled that the phrasing of the Rule articulates

an intendment that party may elect to appear after it has

decided not to opt-out of the class at 561 The court

reasoned that as contends the role of an

appearance is to assist class member in deciding whether to opt

in or out of the class then the drafters of the Rule could have

made that intention plain which they did not Id The court

further noted that to permit to inspect those

documents that class counsel have culled could contravene the

interests of the class as whole particularly if

should ultimately decide to opt-out of the class Id at 562 n.3

Here SWIB has neither opted-in optedout nor formally

intervened however they seek broad discovery including analyses



workproduct and internal correspondence As in the case of the

petitioner in Potash SWIBs interest in making an appearance in

this matter is premature and potentiate toward an unfair

ness to the class and to the conduct of this action through

unnecessary delay complication and expense to all concerned 162

F.R.D at 562

In the only case cited by SWIB in support of its Motion

Gottlieb Barry 43 F.3d 474 10th Cir 1994 the Tenth Circuit

implicitly recognized only an objectors right to create record

in support of his/her objection not the right of an unnamed class

member who has not filed an objection indeed not even determined

whether to remain in the class Id at 481 n.2

Only absent class members who object are entitled to review

the record made in support of the settlement.1 Discovery by

objectors must bear upon the issue of whether the settlement is

fair Thus the purpose of granting discovery to objectors is to

assist the court in determining whether the settlement is fair

See In re Prudential Insurance Co of America Sales Practices

Litig 962 Supp 450 563 D.N.J 1997 An objector is

entitled to establish record but the Court has discretion to

employ the procedures that it perceives will best permit it to

evaluate the fairness of the settlement. Not only has SWIB not

filed an objection but it has made no showing whatsoever that the

SWIB may be hesitant to object because it is still

considering opting out of the settlement class SWIB should not
be permitted to conduct discovery prior to its decision to opt
out and gain the benefit of class counsels efforts Any
discovery allowed should be for the benefit of the class not for

SWIB in an individual action against defendants



Court needs the information which it seeks in order to determine

whether to approve the settlement

It is well established that class member is not entitled to

engage in fishing expedition to determine whether an objection

should be made to settlement On the contrary to the extent any

discovery is permitted at all such discovery is appropriate only

where an objector has asserted cogent factual objections to the

settlement and made clear and specific showing that the court

lacks the vital information for its fairness determination In re

Ford Motor Co Bronco II Prods Liab Litig Civil Action MDL991

1994 U.S Dist LEXIS 15867 at 13 E.D La Oct 28 1994

citing Detroit Grinnell Corp 495 F.2d 448 464 2d Cir

1974

In Detroit the second Circuit rejected an argument asserted

by objectors to settlement that the district court should have

permitted them an opportunity to develop through discovery facts

which might be germane to the propriety of the settlement 495

F.2d at 462 The court held that the central issue was whether or

not the District Court had before it sufficient facts intelligently

to approve the settlement offer If it did then there is no

reason to hold an additional hearing on the settlement or to give

appellants authority to renew discovery at 462-63

In Gottlieb Wiles 11 F3d 1004 10th Cir 1993 the Tenth

Circuit held an unnamed class member objecting to the settlement in

Rule 23b case must intervene in the underlying suit in order

to have standing to appeal the district courts approval of the

settlement 11 F.3d at 1009 In Rosenbaum MacAllister 64 F.3d

1439 10th Cir 1995 the court held that nonintervenor class



member who objects to the fee application has standing to appeal

the courts award of attorneys fees and expenses Id at 1443

The portion of the Gottlieb Barry opinion cited by SWIB

relates to class member who had opted in and formally objected to

the settlement agreement and later challenged the fee award to

class counsel The issue in that case was whether the district

court erred in denying the objectors the opportunity to apply for

fee award and in rejecting the special masters recommendation

to award them some fees 43 F.3d at 489 The opinion does not

address the right of an unnamed class member to obtain discovery

from plaintiffs counsel

SWIB Is Not Entitled To The Discovery It Seeks

SWIBs discovery request falls into three categories

documents obtained by plaintiffs counsel in discovery plain

tiffs counsels workproduct and documents concerning plain

tiffs counsels application for attorneys fees and reimbursement

of expenses Assuming argpendo that SWIB has standing to conduct

limited discovery it is still not entitled to the documents it

seeks

SWIB Is Not Entitled To Discovery By
Plaintiffs Counsel

SWIB seeks the documents obtained by class counsel through

discovery in this action There are three reasons why class

counsel should not be compelled to provide such documents to SWIB

First class counsel was not provided with limited set of docu

ments by defendants in this case class counsel chose and selected

the documents that were to be copied for us by defendants Class

counsel employing team of eight lawyers under the direction of



lead counsel reviewed approximately 100 boxes of Horizons docu

ments and chose those documents for copying most relevant in

class counsels eyes to counsels analysis of the case Thus

the documents obtained by class counsel represent counsels own

work-product to which SWIE is not entitled

Second plaintiffs counsel was provided with discovery

pursuant to confidentiality agreement reached with defendants

Thus without agreement by defendants plaintiffs counsel is

simply not free to honor SWIBs reguest for copies of the documents

obtained through discovery

And third plaintiffs counsel should not be compelled to

provide documents to SWIB because SWIB has been granted the same

opportunity by defendants to review the same documents made

available to plaintiffs counsel to interview the same people

interviewed by plaintiffs counsel and in fact to interview any

other Horizon personnel that SWIB believes should be interviewed

Having been granted those opportunities by counsel for defendants

there is simply no reason why plaintiffs counsel should be

compelled to reveal their own workproduct by being forced to share

with SWIB potential adversary in the present circumstances

the documents class counsel selected from the production made by

defendants

SWIB Is Not Entitled To Documents Relating To
Plaintiffs Counsel Work-Product

SWIB has no right to obtain plaintiffs counsels work

product The discovery relationship between an objector and

proponents of the settlement is adversarial See In re General

Motors Corp Engine Intercharge Litig 594 F.2d 1106 1125 n.28

10



7th dr 1979 Savior Lindsley 456 F.2d 896 2d Cir 1972

Thus the work-product doctrine would preclude SWIB from obtaining

the notes memos and analyses it seeks from plaintiffs counsel

See Fed Civ 26b3
SWIB Is Not Entitled To Documents Relating To
Attorneys Fees

SWIBs request for the time records of plaintiffs counsel is

both premature and inappropriate First discovery into the time

records of plaintiffs counsel is not relevant to determination

of fairness of the settlement Moreover an objection to plain

tiffs counsels fees is for the purpose of assisting the Court in

determining reasonable fee for plaintiffs counsel At this

time prior to the filing of plaintiffs fee petition the Court

cannot determine if it needs any assistance in setting an appro

priate fee for plaintiffs counsel

The Tenth Circuit has adopted the percentage-of-fund approach

in awarding attorneys fees in class actions rather than the

lodestar/multiplier method Thus the court awards plaintiffs

counsel percentage of the fund recovered on behalf of the class

-- typically in the range of 25%-30% of the fund recovered In

determining the fee award the court considers the factors set forth

in Johnson Georgia Highway Express Inc 488 F.2d 714 717-19

5th Cir 1974 One of the Johnson Factors is the lodestar of

plaintiffs counsel.3

In fact the Stipulation of Settlement envisions separate
orders from the Court on the fairness of the settlement and on
the award of attorneys fees

The Johnson Factors are The time and labor required the
novelty and difficulty of the question presented by the case the
skill requisite to perform the legal service properly the

II



The schedule set by the Court requires objections to the

settlement and/or fee to be filed on or before August 15 1997 and

requires plaintiffs counsel to file their fee application on or

before September 1997 copy of the fee application will be

served on SWIB by overnight mail It is premature to order

discovery on this issue since SWIB may have no objection to the fee

request Although the class notice advises class members that

plaintiffs rounsel will apply for an attorneys fee of up to

33-1/3% of the fund recovered plaintiffs counsel has already

advised SWIB that they intend to apply for 25% fee In addition

plaintiffs counsel have also advised SWIB that the total lodestar

of all plaintiffs counsel through the end of June is approximately

$2 million There is no requirement that plaintiffs counsel

submit billing records to the Court Thus it would be anomalous

to require plaintiffs counsel to produce such records to SWIB at

this time

SWIB already has ample information to determine if it wishes

to object to plaintiffs fee application and to make record in

support of its objection if one is filed

III PLAINTIFFS SHOULD BE ENTITLED TO TAKE DISCOVERY OF SWIB

In the event that this Court finds that discovery by SWIB of

plaintiffs counsel is appropriate plaintiffs request that they be

preclusion of other employment by the attorneys due to acceptance
of the case the customary fee whether the fee is fixed or

contingent any time limitations imposed by the client or the

circumstances the amount involved and the results obtained the

experience reputation and ability of the attorneys the

undesirability of the case the nature and length of the

professional relationship with the client and awards in similar
cases Johnson 488 F.2d at 71719

12



permitted to take discovery of SWIB as to SWIBs transactions

in Horizon and CMS stock to determine whether SWIB has suffered any

damages and SWIBs standing as class member fee agreements

and/or retainer agreements between SWIB and its counsel and

complete time records for all attorneys acting as counsel for SWIB

in connection with this action.4

IV CONCLUSION

SWIBs Motion should be denied on the grounds that SWIB lacks

standing to take discovery at this time or alternatively is not

entitled to the materials requested In the event that the Court

allows SWIB to take discovery of plaintiffs counsel plaintiffs

respectfully request leave to take discovery of SWIB as described

herein

DATED July 29 1997 Respectfully submitted

MILBERG WEISS BERSHAD
HYNES LERACH LLP

ALLAN SCHULMAN
JOY ANN BULL

CHULMAN

600 West Broadway Suite 1800

San Diego CA 92101
Telephone 619/231-1058

Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs

Submitted herewith is document request directed to SWIB in

the event the Court allows discovery by SWIB
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FREEDMAN BOYD DANIELS
HOLLANDER GUTTMANN
GOLDBERG P.A

DAVID FREEDMAN
20 First Plaza Suite 700

Albuquerque NM 87102

Telephone 505/8429960

BRANCH LAW FIRM
TURNER BRANCH
2025 Rio Grande Blvd N.W
Albuquerque NM 87104

Telephone 505/2433500

CoLead Liaison Counsel for
Plaintiffs

BARRACK RODOS BACINE
JEFFREY GOLAN
3300 Two Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Philadelphia PA 19103

Telephone 215/963-0600

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

HORIZON\KF603076 brf
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MAILING CERTIFICATE

certify that copy of Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion of State of

Wisconsin Investment Board for Leave to Take Discovery on an Expedited Basis was mailed to

the following counsel this 29th day of July 1997

Alan Schulman Esq

Milberg Weiss et al

600 West Broadway Ste 1800

San Diego CA 92101

Amanda Ashford Esq
500 Copper Square N.W
Ste 325

P.O Box 2205

Albuquerque NM 87102

Charles Schwartz Esq
Vinson Elkins L.L.P

2300 First City Tower

1001 Fannin Street

Houston TX 77002-6707

John Eaves Esq
John Baugh Esq

Eaves Bardacke Baugh P.A

P.O Box 35670

Albuquerque NM 87176-5670

Rex Throckmorton Esq

Rodey Dickason et al

201 Third Street N.W Suite 2200

Albuquerque NM 87102

Robert Sills Esq

Reboul MacMurray et al

4S Rockefeller Plaza

New York NY 10111

Edward Posner Esq
Drinker Biddle Reath

1345 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia Natl Bank Bldg

Philadelphia PA 19107

Victor Ortega Esq

Montgomery Andrews PA
325 Paseo De Peralta

Santa Fe NM 87504

Russell Moore Esq

Spencer Reid Esq
Keleher McLeod
P.O Drawer AA
Albuquerque NM 87103

Martin Holland Esq
Moses Dunn Farmer Tuthill P.C

P.O Box 27047

Albuquerque NM 87125-7047

Harvey Pitt Esq
1001 Pennsylvania Ave N.W
Suite 800

Washington D.C 20004

Turner Branch Esq

2025 Rio Grande Blvd N.W

Albuquerque NM 87104

John Warden Esq
125 Broad Street

New York NY 10004-2498

Richard Milvenan Esq
One American Center

600 Congress Avenue

Austin TX 78701-3200

Jeffrey Golan Esq
3300 Two Commerce Square

2001 Market Street
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ES id Fredrnan



AO 88 Rev 11191 Subpoena in Civil Case

Wniteb tate DStrict Court

FOR THE DlsTrncr OF NEW MEXICO

SUBPOENA IN CIVIL CASE

In re HORIZON/CM5 HEaTHCARE
CASE NUMBER Master File NoCORPORATION SECURITIES LITIGATION

96-0442-BB/LCS

CLASS ACTION

TO
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD

YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear in the United States District Court at the place date and time specified below to

testify in the above case

PLACE OF TESTIMONY COURTROOM

DATE AND TIME

YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear at the place date and time specified below to testity at the taking of deposition

in the above Case

PLACE OF DEPOSiTION DATE AND TIME

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection ana Copying of the following documents or objects at the

place date and time specified below list documents or objects

See Schedule attached hereto

PLACE

Freedman Boyd Daniels Hollander Guttmann JDATE

AND TIME

Goldberg P.A David Freedman August 11 1997

20 First Plaza Suite 700 Albuquerque NM 87102
1000 a.m

YOU ARE COMMANDED to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below

PREMISES DATE AND TIME

Any organization not party to this suit that is subpoenaed tor the taking ot deposition shall designate one or more

officers directors or managing agents or other persons who Consent to testity on its behalf and may set forth for each

person designated the matters on which the person will testify Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 30b
ISSUIII3 OFFICER SIGNATURE AND TITLE INDICATE IF ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF OR DEFENDANT DATE

Colead Liaison Counsel
for Plaintiffs

ISSU\C OFFICERS NAME ADDRESS AND PHONE NLJMRFP

David Freedman 20 First Plaza Suite 700 Albuquerqu NM 87102 505842-9960

1St I4 FtC l..ul



SCHEDULE

DEFINITIONS

The following terms have the meanings cndicated below

The term Horizon reters Horlzon/CMS

healthcare Corporation ano to any of its predeoessors and

sucoessors and includes any parent subsidiary affiliate

segment executive office or division thereof and any present

former employee officer director agent representative

onvesticator other oerson acting on behalf Horizon

The terms you your reters the Wisconsin

State Teachers Fund and any of its predecessors and successors

and includes any parent subsidiary affiliate segment

executive office or division thereof and any present or former

employee officer director partner agent investigator

representative or other person acting on behalf of Smith Barney

The Cerm document is used In its broadest

possible sense nd means without limitation any writter

printed typed photostatic photographed recorded or otherwise

reproduced communication or representation whether comprised of

letters words numbers pictures sounds or symbols or any

combination thereon This definition includes copies or

ouplicates cocuments contemporaneously subseguentiy reateo

that Have any non-onforming notes or other markings Without

limiting the oenerality the foregoing tHe term documen

includes but is not limited to orresponoence memorano.a



notes records letters envelopes telegrams messages studies

analyses ontracts agreements working papers summaries

statistica statements financial statements work papers

accounts analytical records reports reports and/or summaries

investigations trade letters press releases omparisons

books calendars diaries articles magazines newspapers

oooklets brochures pamphlets circulars tulletins notices

drawings diagrams instructions notes or minutes of meetings or

ther communications of any type including inter- and intra

rfice communication faxed materials including fax cover

sheets guestionnaires surveys charts graphs photographs

phonograph recordings electronic mail film tapes disks

diskettes data cells tape backups drums print-outs all

other data compilations from which information can be obtained

translaLed ii necessary by you into usable form and any

preliminary versions drafts or revisions of any of the

foregoing

The terms identify identity or

identification when used in reference to document shall

mean to state the following

its date

the identity of its author and/cr ignatory

he type document it is .g Setter chart

memorandum etc

its nature and substance and the subject matter



with whih deals

its present location and custodian and

listing of all persons to whom at was shown or

distributed

The term relating to or relate to means oncerning

referring to describing discussing evidencing constituting

or touching upon

The terms any and all shall each be understood to

mean any and all

The use of the conjunctive includes toe use of the

disjunctive and the use of the disjunctive includes the use of

the conjunctive

The use of the singular form of any word includes the

plural and vice versa and the use of the masculine gender shall

include the reminine and the neuter genders

II INSTRUCTIONS

You are reguestea produce all documents in your

possession custody or control that are described below In so

doing you are requested to produce all responsive documents

which are in the possession of any of your attorneys

accountants representatives agents investigators employees or

dgents Jr dre therwis subject to your custody or contro ci

the ustody of control of another person occupying similar

status performing similar function

All documents shall be produced as they are kept in the



usUar ourse bussness organized and labeled oorrespono

eaoh of tne demanded oategories Any doouments whioh must be

removed from their original folders binoers overs or

ontainers in order t- be produoed shall ba identifiad in

manner so as olearly indicate where such documents originated

All documents shall be produced in their entirety

including all attachments and enciosures and in their original

folder binder cover or container unless that is not possible

Whenever document or group or documents is removed from

folner binder file drawer file box noteoooK or other cover or

container copy of the label of such cover or other container

shall be attached to the document

If any document was but is no longer in your

possession or subject to your control state whether it is

missing or lost has been destroyed or discarded has

teen transferrea voluntarily or involuntarily to any person or

has been therwise disposed of and in each instance state

the approximate date and explain the circumstances of such

disposition

You are reguested to produce the original of each

document described below If the original is not in your

ustody copy thereo You are als reguested produca al

non--ioentical copies wnich niffer from the original or from the

ther opies pronuced any reason including but not limited

to any copies which contain nandwritten notes



If any document responsive these requests is

withheic unoer laim of privilege or on any ther oround as

to eaon suoh 000ument identify the privoleoe being claimed and

provloa toe following informatian on suffioient detail to permth

the ourt rule your claim

The date author primary addressee and secondary

addressee or person copied including the relationship of that

person to the lient and/or author of the document

brief description sufficient to identify the

type suoject matter and purpose or the document

the date of the document

the present location of the document

each person who had custody possession or control

of the document

All persons to whom its contents have been

disclosed and

The party who is asserting the privilege

You are required to produce all of the requested

documents which are in your possession custody or control

including documents in the possession custody or control your

affiliates or merged and acquired predecessors and your present

ar former investigators attrneys partner0 mployes thr

agents as well as your present or former independent ontract rs

over which you nave control ano any other person acting your

behalf



If any sucfl oocument was at any time but is lonoer

your possession ustody or ontroi state whether suoh

document is missing or lost destroyed discarded

has been transferred luntarily involuntarily to any

oerson or has been therwise disposed of and in each

instance describe tne circumstances surrounding such deposition

and identify ooth the person responsible for such disposition and

the person to whom such document was transferred if any

III DOCUMENTS REOUESTED

Request No

All documents relating to any purchase and/or other

acquisition by you of any Horizon and/or Continental Medical

Systems Inc securities including but not limited to common

and preferred stock debentures call or put options and/or

futures contracts

Request No

All documents relating any cala and/or other disposition

by you of any Horizon and/or Continental Medical Systems Inc

securities inccuding but not imited to common and preferred

stock debentures call or put ptions and/or futures contracts

Request No

Any and all retainer agreements btweer you and the Grant

Sisenhofer P.A



Request No.4

All documents relating to any profits made by you from

rading Horizon and/or Continental Medical Sysrems Inc

securi ries

Request No

All documents relating to any losses suffered by you from

trading Horizon and/or Continental Medical Systems Inc

securities

Request No

All documents relating to your attorneys time inducing

all time records of the firm and expenses attributed to their

representation of you in this litigation


